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THE KITCHËS

1. Deiir tilth (JuBlitim.—Th«* kitchen should In* airy and sunny and 
should In* constructed and fitted up in such a way that it can be kept 
«‘lean without t<s> much laltor. It is not well to have it too large so in
creasing the amount of work necessary to keep it in good condition and 
causing an unnecessary amount of walking in the performance of duties. 
On the other hand, it is well not to have it so small that the movements 
of the housekeeper have to be cramped and it should not be so small as to 
In* difficult to keep airy ; a stuffy kitchen is very tiring. There ought to 
Is* space enough for the worker in the kitchen to sit down and sew or 
read or merely to sit <lown «luring intervals of waiting, however short 
they may be.

There seems to lie a quite general impression that it is not essential 
to aim at attraetiven«*ss in the kitchen apiiointmi*nts ; that, as the home
lier duties are p«*rformed there, it need lend itself only to utility. Hut. 
it must be borne in mind that the housewife, and others of the household 
often also, sp«*n«l a large part of their lives there and surely it is worth 
while to have the surroundings as cheerful and pleasant as is practic
able. It will make a womlerful difference in the worker’s attitude to
ward her work and in h«*r general habit of mind and disposition whether 
her kitchen surroundings arc agr«*cable or otherwise. Victor Hugo says, 
“The bee is a housewife; her song is a grumble.” I wonder if the work
ing surroundings have not something to do with making her song a 
grumble.

(1). Fittings. It is well to have the walls and ceiling of a kind 
that are easily cleaned and kept free of dust ; colors cheery and soft, 
«dean and cool-looking. Painted or tinted walls in soft colors answer 
the purpose very well. Sanitas or papers with varnished surfaces are 
prettier and daintier, are durable and kept clean with less effort than 
painted vails. If varnished over they keep their colors un faded and are 
all the more easily washed off. Blue and white as colors seem to fulfil 
all the conditions necessary provided the blue is of a soft, neutral tint. 
Some of the patterns in these colors are very beautiful as are also some 
of those in green and white. Often green and white patterns have 
touches of brighter color, very desirable for cheeriness, especially if the 
kitchen happens to be not a very bright one.


